contain a token in the list_of_tokens. Each time a new marking is reached, the list_of_tokens of the appropriate objects are readjusted according to the removed or to the added tokens.
In the actual version of the SAMOS prototype, the event detector for composite events based on S-PN including the flow of parameters through the combination S-PN has been implemented. In addition, we have implemented the "cleaning up" of the combination S-PN. This includes all tasks that have to be done in order to remove tokens from the end places or in order to remove parts of the combination S-PN. The first case has been explained at the end of section 3. The removal of an S-PN is also required if this S-PN is used for the modelling of a composite event which cannot occur again (e.g., an S-PN modelling the event E IN [93.10.15 -93.11.15] has to be removed after 93.11.15).
Our experiences can be summarized as follows: The object-oriented representation of S-PN proved suitable due to the simplicity of the data structure. However, the efficiency of the event detector also depends on how fast after the signalling of a primitive event the object corresponding to the place which models this primitive event can be found such that the list_of_tokens can be readjusted. To that end, for each primitive event the system has to know the identifier of the object of class place which models this primitive event.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a mechanism based on Coloured Petri nets, the S-PN (SAMOS Petri Nets), which supports the modelling and detection of composite events. S-PN are able to model not only simple event compositions like a sequence of events but also events with monitoring intervals, i.e., if an event has to occur between two points in time. Furthermore, using tokens carrying complex information, the flow of events parameters through the Petri net is possible. Using characteristics of Coloured Petri nets like guard expressions, or arc expressions we are able to model events defined with the same keyword, or to model the way the parameters of composite events are "computed" from the parameters of the component events. Finally, we have made the experience that S-PN are not only suitable for modelling all kinds of composite events, but are also convenient for the implementation such that an efficient event detector for composite events is available. the creation retrieves the corresponding S-PN type and instantiates a new S-PN (shown also in figure 1 ). Thus, the entire event detector for composite events is a combination S-PN which consists of all S-PNs. Instead of modelling all composite events by independent S-PNs, we combine them into one S-PN whenever possible. Such a combination is possible in the following cases: 1. A composite event takes part in further composite events, e.g., E=(E1,E2) and EE=(E|E3). Then, the output place modelling the composite event E is an input place for the Petri net modelling the composite event EE. Figure 3 illustrates the S-PN for E and EE. 2. An event participates in more than one composition, e.g., E1 in E=(E1;E2) and in EE=(E1,E3). Figure 4 illustrates how E and EE are combined into one S-PN. The place E1 is duplicated into E1' and E1". The S-PN parts for the two composite events E and EE use the input places E1' and E1", respectively. In this way, only one place for the event E1 exist, while in the independent existence of two S-PNs more places (one for each composition) would be necessary. Thus, we achieved that every time E1 occurs, only one place has to be marked. 
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How does the event detector work?
We now present the way the combination S-PN works as soon as the event detector for primitive events signals the occurrence of a primitive event:
i. The appropriate input place of the combination S-PN is marked with a token the value of which contains the actual event parameters.
ii. It is checked whether a transition can fire. Then, possibly one or more transitions are fired and one or more output places (places modelling composite events) are marked. iii. In this case, the occurrence of the appropriate composite event(s) are signalled, while the event parameters are available in the respective token(s). iv. If one of these output places is a so-called end place of the S-PN, i.e., if it is not an input place for a transition, the token has to be removed.
Implementation Issues
In order to implement an aDBS, the architecture of a (passive) DBMS has to be augmented by new components like an analyzer of the rule and event definitions, a rule and an event manager, an event detector for primitive and composite events, and a rule execution component. The prototype implementation of SAMOS is based on the ooDBS ObjectStore. Since ObjectStore is a "black box" for our implementation, the new components are located on top of it. More details can be found in [8] .
The efficiency gained following the step-by-step detection must be retained by the implementation of the event detector. Thus, we need a suitable representation of the combination S-PN in the system that allows to decide quickly if a transition can fire or not.
In SAMOS, we make use of an object-oriented representation. All places of the combination S-PN are instances of a class place with attributes index and list_of_ tokens. The index is an internal number assigned by the system. The list_of_tokens is a list of references to objects of class token; these tokens represent the actual marking of the place.
Each transition of the combination S-PN without a guard expression is an object of class transition with attribute index. A transition with a guard expression is an object of one of the subclasses of class transition. We defined one subclass for each kind of guard expression. Then, for example, a transition with a guard expression same transaction is an object of the subclass tr_same_ transaction.
Finally, we defined a class arc with two subclasses: inputarc and outputarc. Each arc of the combination S-PN is an object of the corresponding subclass. Class arc has as attributes place and transition, the value of which are the appropriate place and transition indexes (in relation to the attribute index of classes place and transition).
Each time the user defines a composite event, the appropriate objects are created. Since the initial marking of the combination S-PN consists only of the tokens of the auxiliary places, initially only the objects for these places
• how the TIMES operator is modelled as an S-PN type.
We annotate the arc from place E to transition t3 with a constant which denotes the occurrence frequency n. Each time an event of E occurs, place E receives a new token. The number of tokens denotes the number of the occurred events. If the place E contains n tokens, transition t3 can fire. This shows a general important feature of Petri nets: for each event pattern, only one place in the Petri net has to be defined, and each occurrence of an event of this event pattern is represented by the marking of its place with a token. In contrast, by modelling and detecting composite events using automata, one automaton state corresponds to one event occurrence of the event pattern. For that reason, the composite event pattern TIMES(3,E) has to be transformed to ((E;E);E) and thus, three states one for each event E, have to be defined.
• how events with monitoring intervals can be modelled as S-PN types. We assume that the points in time s and e are represented as the time events TS and TE, respectively. Then, the event definition
is equivalent to the definition (TS;NOT TE); TIMES(n,E), which actually is modelled in figure 2. Note that the place H is an auxiliary place and serves to ignore all occurrences of E before the occurrence of TS. In this way, we guarantee that E has occurred n times after the occurrence of TS, but before the occurrence of TE. Thus, the history event is signalled each time n occurrences of E are reached (between TS and TE).
The assumption that the points in time s and e are represented as the time events TS and TE, respectively, allows the modelling of all possibilities used for the definition of monitoring intervals as introduced in section 2, i.e., not only in the case when s and e are defined as absolute points in time. In particular, it is possible that • s and e are defined as implicit points in time in relation to the occ_point of an event, let's say E5, or to the completion of the execution of a rule. Then TS and TE model the event E5 or the event which is signalled at the end of the rule execution.
• the interval [s-e] is computed from two other intervals, e.g.,
Hence, the place TS has to be marked when the first of the two points in time s1 and s2 occurs, while the place TE has to be marked when the second (last) of the two points in time e1 and e2 occurs. Representing the points in time s1, s2, e1, and e2 also as time events (e.g., TS1, TS2, TE1, TE2), the semantics in the first case is equivalent to the semantics of a disjunction of TS1 and TS2, while the semantics in the second case is equivalent to the semantics of a conjunction of TE1 and TE2. Therefore, the modelling of monitoring intervals defined with an extend requires the extension of the Petri net of figure 2 in that the place TS is the output place of the S-PN type (TS1|TS2), and the place TE is the output place the S-PN type (TE1,TE2 The S-PN type of figure 2 can be used with some minimal changes for the modelling of several event constructors. For example, take the event *E IN [s-e] where only the first occurrence of E during the time interval [s-e] is signalled. To built the appropriate S-PN type, we need to change the one given in figure 2 as follows: First, the arc expression of the arc from place E to transition t3 is changed to 1 because we want to signal the composite event after the first occurrence of E. Secondly, place TS' must not be marked again after the firing of t3 in order to ignore further occurrences of E (t3 cannot fire if E occurs once again).
The Event Detector based on S-PN
Every time the user defines a (rule with a) composite event using one of the event constructors, the event detector must be "extended" with the creation of the appropriate S-PN. For this matter, the system component responsible for
The main idea of the token game still remains the same: it has to be checked which of the transitions whose input places are marked in M 1 can fire 1 . For all these transitions t, this includes the following steps: first, we check whether all input places of t are marked in M 1 . If yes, the variables described by the arc expressions on all input arcs of t have to be bound to the value of the appropriate tokens. So a binding b of a transition t is a substitution that replaces each variable of the input arcs of t with the value of a token. This does not yet correspond to the firing of the transition t; only if the guard expression of t evaluates to true, the transition t in M 1 is fired. As a consequence, a new marking results from tokens that are removed from the input places of t and from tokens that are added to the output places of t. Which tokens are removed/added is determined by the values of the corresponding arc expressions on the input/output arcs of t.
Graphical Representation of S-PN
The graphical representation of the S-PN requires the following elements (illustrated also in figure 1 ) in addition to those of the classical Petri nets: A place p may carry two inscriptions, the place name (e.g., E1) which is the name of the event pattern modelled by this place and is positioned above or below the circle, and the token type associated with this place (e.g., [ME] in figure 1b) which is positioned beside the circle. Transitions are represented by rectangles, annotated by a name (e.g., t), and may be further annotated by a guard expression. Arcs are represented by arrows from places to transitions or vice versa, annotated by the arc expressions.
Using S-PN for the Modelling of Composite Events
We show now as an example how the model of S-PN can be used for the modelling of a conjunction and of a history event with a monitoring interval. This actually results in S-PN types. We have defined S-PN types for all constructors of the event algebra. Based on these S-PN types we can build (i.e., instantiate) the S-PN (instance) for each userdefined composite event pattern (i.e., for each concrete composite event), and thus, more than one S-PN (instances) can relate to one S-PN type; all these S-PN (instances) together built the event detector for composite events which is explained in subsection 3.3. In the following we talk about S-PN whenever we mean S-PN instances.
1. We demand that S-PNs are "conflict-free", i.e., upon the marking of a place only one transition can fire; we follow this guideline by the modelling of composite events as S-PNs.
The Conjunction Constructor
Assume the composite event up_tr=(update_value1, update_value2):same transaction, where update_ value1 and update_value2 are method events. Figure 1a shows the S-PN type for a conjunction with a same transaction keyword. The names of the places E1, E2 and (E1,E2) modelling events are "place holders" and have to be replaced by the appropriate event names in instantiations of the S-PN type. The arc expressions on the arcs from E1 and E2 to t both contain only one variable, and serve to pass the value of the tokens residing on place E1 or E2 to the transition t. The transition t has a guard expression modelling the same keyword. The arc expression for the arc from t to E is the function ⊕(x,y) which has the following meaning: from the tokens whose values are bound to the variables x and y, one token has to be created for the marking of the composite event (E1,E2) which as its value has the union of x and y. Figure 1b shows the S-PN which is instantiated after the definition of the event pattern up_tr given above. Now, the places carry the token type associated with them and for each variable, a declaration which denotes the relationship to the token type exists. The places update_value1 and update_value2 have as token type ME, because they model method events and the place up_tr has as token type CE1, because it models a sequence. 
The History Constructor
The graphical representation of the S-PN type modelling the event TIMES(n,E)IN [s-e] is given in figure 2 . Note that we do not consider the flow of parameters here for the sake of simplicity. The S-PN type in figure 2 shows: rence of events in definitions like "E1 has to occur before E2 occurs". ad iv: For each transition t, we define its input places as the set {p|(p,t)∈A}, its output places as the set {p|(t,p) ∈A}, its input arcs as the set {a|a ∈P × T and ∃ p: a=(p,t)} and its output arcs as the set {a|a ∈T × P and ∃ p: a=(t,p)}.
ad vi: Each place may contain several tokens and the actual state of an S-PN is determined by the tokens assigned to its places. Every time a place is marked with a token, the S-PN begins to behave dynamically by playing the "token game". Generally, the token game is the flow of tokens through the S-PN so that tokens from places are moved to other places. In an S-PN, in contrast to regular Petri nets, a token may carry complex information. Each token assigned to a place is of a specific token type which determines the structure of the information that can be held by this token. This means that each place has a token type attached to it and each token used on that place has to be of this token type. A place modelling a specific event pattern is marked as soon as a corresponding event has been signalled, and thus, the token has the actual event parameters as its value. As a consequence, the token type attached to such a place represents the formal event parameters. In general, we can define one token type for each event pattern. Based on the discussion of event parameters in section 2, however, we see that primitive event patterns of the same kind have the same formal parameters. Thus, we need one token type for each kind of primitive event. For example, each place modelling a method event has the token type ME with the structure ME = RECORD (event_id, occ_point, occ_tid, user_id, object_id, parameters).
For places modelling composite events, we need two token types. One token type CE1 with the structure CE1 = RECORD (event_id, occ_point, LIST OF RECORD (comp_event_id, parameters))
for those places that model a conjunction, a sequence or a disjunction where the parameters of the composite event are the union of the parameters of the component events. Note that in case of a disjunction, the list has only one element which represents the parameters of the respective component event that happened. The second token type we need is CE2 with the structure CE2 = RECORD (event_id, occ_point,
LIST OF parameters)
for those places that model a history event TIMES(n,E), which has the parameters of the last n occurrences of E. The same token type can be used for places which model an event with the "*"-constructor *E, but then, the list contains only the element which represents the parameters of the first occurrence of E. Finally, the token type NE attached to an auxiliary place has an "empty" structure because the tokens used for the marking of auxiliary places carry no information and are in some sense "blank" (i.e., they have no value). This token type can also be used on places modelling events without parameters (e.g., time events).
ad viii + ix: We support two kinds of arc expressions:
• input arc expressions assigned to a ∈PxT. They contain variables and constants. Variables are declared on the token type of the appropriate input place p and serve the transfer of the information held by a token on p to the appropriate transition(s). Constants determine how many tokens are removed from the input places.
• output arc expressions assigned to a ∈TxP. They contain functions applied to the variables of the input arc expressions. We provide a variety of functions that determine how tokens used for the marking of output places can be created from the tokens of the input places. A guard expression on a transition t is used to model the same keyword, i.e., the guard expression in an S-PN is always a comparison between the value of the tokens of the input places of t. We adopt the convention that if a transition is not annotated by a guard expression (this is the case when the same keyword is not defined), the guard expression is always true. The use of arc and guard expressions will be further detailed in the presentation of the dynamic behavior of SPNs and in the example illustrated in figure 1 below. 
Dynamic Behavior of S-PN
As mentioned above, the S-PN has, in a particular state, a number of tokens assigned to places. The set of tokens per place in an actual state is defined by a marking defined as a function M:P→T. T is a set and each of its elements is a set of tokens. Thus, M(p) for all p∈P contains the tokens residing at place p. M o is the initial marking of S-PN and corresponds to the marking at creation time; it defines the tokens for the auxiliary places.
Every time the occurrence of an event is signalled the input place of the S-PN which models the appropriate event pattern is marked with a token. Then, we obtain a new marking M 1 and the S-PN begins to behave dynamically by playing the token game. Note that for the token game of an S-PN, additional requirements concerning the arc and guard expressions apply.
The parameters of composite events depend on the kind of event constructor. A disjunction or an event with the "*"-constructor receives the parameters of the respective component event that happens, a conjunction or a sequence has the union of the parameters of the component events, and a history TIMES(n,E) has the union of the parameters of the last n occurrences of E. Negative events have no parameters.
The definition of composite events can be further extended with the keyword same to denote that the component events are required to have the same value for a particular parameter. For example, we can use the same keyword in relation to the parameter occ_tid. In this case, the sequence (E1;E2):same transaction is signalled only when E1 and afterwards E2 occurred within the same transaction.
Monitoring Intervals
We specify a monitoring interval like in [1] , where the definition of time intervals in general is presented, by two points in time, a start_time and an end_time. These two points in time can be defined explicitly as absolute points in time (e.g., 93.10.15, 12:15), or implicitly. An implicit definition is used when the desired points in time are not known at the definition time of the monitoring interval, but need to be defined as the points in time denoting occurrences of events (i.e., according to their occ_point) or denoting the completion of the execution of a rule (i.e., according to an event signalled at the end of the rule execution). Furthermore, a monitoring interval can be defined to reappear periodically, e.g., EVERY MONTH [15.,18:00-15.,23:00], or it can be computed from other ones. In [1] , a variety of operators for intervals is presented; however, for the purpose of our monitoring intervals, we only need the two operators overlap and extend to represent the intersection and the union of intervals, respectively. Note that it makes sense to built the union of two intervals I1 and I2 only if I1∩I2≠∅.
An Event Detector for Composite Events
The system component responsible for the rule execution "knows" about the occurrence of an event only when this event is signalled by the event detector. The detection of primitive events is discussed in [8] and requires, for example, the monitoring of the system clock (in case of time events). In this paper, we focus on the step-by-step detection of composite events and present a mechanism which allows the modelling and detection of composite events. It has to cover:
• all six event constructors of the event algebra
• (primitive and composite) events with monitoring intervals • the flow of parameters from the component events to the composite events • composite events with the same keyword.
For our mechanism, we use the concepts of Coloured Petri nets [11] and modify them to so-called SAMOS Petri Nets (S-PN). We chose Coloured Petri nets and not the classical Place/Transition Petri nets because those are able to carry complex information through the Petri net. In this way, not only information about the occurrence of an event flows through the Petri net, but also about the event parameters.
In the following, we first present the model of S-PN. Then, we demonstrate how S-PN are used for the modelling of composite events, and finally, we explain the detector for composite events.
The Model of S-PN
In this subsection we present the concepts of S-PN. First we give a definition of their static structure. Then, we can consider their dynamic behavior.
The Static Structure of S-PN
Definition 1 introduces the static structure of S-PN, some parts of the definition are explained below.
ad ii + iii: Input places are used to model the component event patterns, while output places are used to model composite event patterns. Apart from places modelling events, an S-PN may also contain auxiliary places which are used for the modelling of "dependencies" between the occurDefinition 1: The (static) structure of an S-PN is a tuple (P,P s ,P e ,T,A,C,CF,E,G) with: i. P a finite set of places. ii. P s ⊂P a finite set of input places. iii. P e ⊂P a finite set of output places. iv. T a finite set of transitions. v. A ⊂(P × T ∪ T × P) a finite set of arcs denoting the connections between places and transitions. vi. C a finite set of token types. from the time of their occurrence to the time at which the composite event is signalled. To fill this gap and to provide a uniform solution, we define a mechanism based on Petri nets for the modelling and detection of composite events for our active objectoriented database system SAMOS (Swiss Active Mechanism-Based Object-Oriented Database System) [6, 7] . Petri nets are a promising model that allows powerful but also succinct descriptions of many complex "systems" in general. It turned out that they are also suitable for the modelling of even complex event definitions. Incidentally, Petri nets have also been used for active databases for the modelling of the active behavior during the database design process [12] .
In this paper, we demonstrate how Petri nets can be used for the detection of composite events. The remainder is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a short overview on the event language of SAMOS, while section 3 deals with the detection of composite events. Section 4 presents the implementation of the event detector.
An Overview of Event Specification in SAMOS
A detailed presentation of the event language can be found in [8] . In the following, we confine ourselves to a short description of some representative concepts used for the specification of events. First, we introduce some basic terminology referring to events. In order to distinguish between event occurrence and event definition, we use the notion of event pattern to denote the definition of an event.
Then, an event corresponds to the actual occurrence of an event pattern, and more than one event can relate to one event pattern. In the sequel, we simply talk about events whenever the distinction is clear from the context. We also distinguish between the occurrence of an event and its signalling, where the latter refers to the time when the event occurrence has been recognized by the event detector. An event is a point in time [4] . For primitive events, this point in time can be specified by an occurrence in the database (e.g., defined as the point in time when an object begins, or when it has finished the execution of a method; we then talk about method events), by an occurrence in the DBMS (e.g., defined by the start or the termination time of transactions), or by an occurrence in the database environment (e.g., specified as an explicit point in time; we then talk about time events). For composite events, the point in time is defined on the basis of other points in time in a way specified by an event algebra expression. An expression of the event algebra is composed of other composite or primitive events (called component events) by means of event constructors.
For the specification of events, SAMOS provides two further concepts. First, the definition of composite or primitive events can (in some cases, has to) be extended with a time interval (the so-called monitoring interval) during which the event has to occur in order to be considered as relevant. Secondly, events are parameterized and the values of the parameters of the component events have influence on the signalling of the appropriate composite event.
Event Constructors
The disjunction of events (E1|E2) occurs whenever either E1 or E2 happens (i.e., the composite event corresponds to the point in time when the respective component event occurs). The conjunction of events (E1,E2) occurs when both, E1 and E2 have occurred, regardless of order (i.e., the composite event corresponds to the point in time when the second component event happens). In contrast, the sequence of events (E1;E2) requires that the component events E1 and E2 occur in that order.
Composite events defined with the following three constructors occur depending on how many events of a specific event pattern have occurred during a predefined time interval. A history event (TIMES(n,E) IN I) is the point in time when the n-th occurrence of E during the time interval I happens. More precisely, each time n occurrences of E have happened, the history event occurs. A negative event (NOT E IN I) occurs if E did not occur in the time interval I, thus it corresponds to the end point of I if E has not happened during the interval. A composite event with the "*"-constructor (*E IN I) will be signalled at most once during I (at the first occurrence of E), even if E occurs more than once during the time interval I. Only negative events always require the explicit definition of a time interval. For history events and events defined with the "*"-constructor with no time interval specification, we assume the time between the event definition and infinity as monitoring interval.
Event Parameters
Event patterns are parameterized such that information can be passed to the condition or action part, if necessary. The actual parameters are bound to the formal ones of an event pattern when the event is signalled. The set of formal event parameters in SAMOS is fixed, i.e., users cannot define parameters themselves. Parameters are, for example, occ_tid(E), the identifier of the transaction in which event E has occurred, or occ_point(E), the point in time of the occurrence of an event E. Primitive events have further parameters depending on their kind, for example, method events have the parameters of the method, and the object identifier of the object executing the method.
